
 
Lightweight Gear List 

 
❏ Backpack - Aim for a pack between 40-60 litres that weighs less than 1kg (2.2lb). Raincovers are generally not                   

required if you want to keep weight down. Use a silicone spray to proof the outside of the pack. 
❏ Sleeping Bag - A bag rated at 20F (-6C) and weighing less than 1kg (2.2lb) is suitable for most 3 season hiking                       

conditions anywhere in the world, go lighter only if planning to hike in the warmer summer months. Pack in a light,                     
waterproof bag such as sil nylon or dyneema (cuban fibre). Forget the sleep sheet, thermals are a better option. 

❏ Sleeping mat - A 5cm (3inches) or thicker mattress that weighs less than 400 grams (14oz) is recommended. 
❏ Pillow  - Ultra light pillows have evolved a lot recently. Gone are the days of using a down jacket as a pillow. 
❏ Tent - Aim for a 3-season tent that weighs less than 1kg (2.2lb).  
❏ Cooking gear - One pot only used for cooking and eating from. Titanium spork, cup (optional), small lightweight gas                    

stove and don’t forget the lighter. 
❏ Trekking Poles - Optional - Trekking Poles are great for long distance hikers. They reduce the stress on the                      

all-important leg muscles. 
❏ Food - Personal choice but high calorie and comforting food is always recommended.  
❏ Smartphone - It is a Clock, GPS, Credit Card, camera, book reader, it can replace a headlamp, music device for                    

music, podcasts and audiobooks. It can also be used to make phone calls! Newer versions are waterproof. Ensure it is                    
protected from being dropped. Also carry paper maps and a small compass as a backup. 

❏ Battery, Electronics USB charger and cables - A headlamp for early mornings or late nights - optional. The light                        
on a smartphone is enough for most people. External battery and cables to connect cameras, phones and recharge                  
devices out on the trail and quick charge USB wall socket charger. Store in a plastic zip lock bag. 

❏ Water bottles and or bladders - Cheap and light plastic water bottles are a great option. Nalgene bottles can store                        
boiling water which can be used as a hot water bottle in cold temperatures. A lightweight foldable water bladder can be                     
used when excess water carrying capacity on the drier sections of trail. 

❏ Water filter - Lightweight water filters such as the Sawyer Squeeze or Lifestraw. Other options include odourless                  
bleach, UV treatments such as Steripen, Tablets such as Micropur.  

❏ Toiletries - Toilet paper and hand sanitiser stored in a small plastic zip lock bag that is easily accessible. Toothbrush,                    
toothpaste, sunscreen, lip balm. Menstrual products for ladies. Use your foot to dig a hole for your poo, a tent peg will                      
work on hard ground, lightweight trowel is optional. Deodorant is also optional; you will smell bad anyway. 

❏ First Aid and medication - Keep it simple. Headache tablets, ibuprofen, broad spectrum antibacterial cream,                  
compression bandage for sprains, leukotape to prevent blisters and any personal medications. Pack everything in a                
plastic zip lock bag and keep it accessible in your pack. 

❏ Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) - Optional. Many people are carrying these on long trails. I’ve been on trail when                      
these have been used to rescue injured hikers. Recommended for the solo hiker. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Clothing for Hiking 

 

❏ Hiking shoes - Lightweight Trail running shoes vs lightweight hiking shoes. Non waterproof breathable shoes are                 
recommended to prevent feet from getting too hot and sweaty which are a major cause of blisters. Waterproof shoes                   
or Boots are highly recommended in the cooler, wetter parts of the world. 

❏ Snow Gear - SnowShoes and Ice Axe. Not needed unless hiking very early in the hiking season or planning on                     
winter hikes. Extra thick socks, beanies and balaclavas are also an option to stay warm. 

❏ Socks - 2 pairs are recommended, a third pair will ensure there is always a clean, dry pair for sleeping or to use as                        
gloves in cold weather or extreme conditions. Take 3 pairs in cold areas anyway, you will appreciate it. 

❏ Hiking shirts - Merino rules in dry climates from hot deserts to cold mountains but is not so good in humid tropical                       
regions. Synthetics such as polyester are recommended for all other environments. Merino is more fragile than                
synthetics. Of course, stay away from cotton. 

❏ Hiking shorts - lightweight and with just enough stretch material to make them comfortable. Make sure the material                   
will dry quickly. Lightweight lycra make the best underwear to prevent a rash between the legs in all but the wettest                     
environments. 

❏ Hiking pants - Convertible pants that zip off to shorts are popular, so are the newer styles of pants with lightweight                      
stretch fabrics. Another option for hiking in cooler weather is to hike in thermal underwear with shorts over the top.                    
When it gets cold add the rain pants as a waterproof and windproof layer. 

❏ Thermal Top and bottom - Merino is best for dry conditions but are not so good when used in humid weather or                         
wet rainy climates. Synthetics such as polyester or polypropylene are also great and much cheaper.  

❏ Mid layer - This is the layer you wear when you don’t need a down jacket but need something warmer than thermals.                       
Most people consider fleece as the mid layer but newer ultra light materials such as polartec alpha are the best on the                      
market at the moment. 

❏ Down puffy jacket - There are too many options to choose from, including down and synthetic. Down is best but if                       
hiking in notoriously cold and wet areas synthetic rules. Be careful not to get something too heavy and bulky. If things                     
get too cold there is always a sleeping bag and tent to get into. 

❏ Rain Jacket - Rain Jackets are necessary and highly recommended. When it is not raining they make a great                    
windproof layer. Bonus Tip - They are a great thermal layer to wear in the sleeping bag at night during cold nights (only                       
if it is dry ). 

❏ Rain pants - Not needed unless hiking very early or late in the season or hiking in very cold and wet areas. Anyone                        
planning to be in Washington in September will need them. 

❏ Hats and headwear - Sun protection and headwear is personal. A wide brim hat or baseball cap is a personal                      
choice. Don’t forget the beanie or balaclava in cold weather, fleece or merino are great.  

❏ Hiking Umbrella - Not a joke. I used a hiking umbrella on the Appalachian Trail. A great idea for protection from the                       
rain and intense summer suns when desert hiking. Beware, only a couple of brands make very high quality, strong                   
hiking umbrellas. 

❏ Gloves - Light Merino or Fleece gloves are suitable for most conditions. Socks can also be used if needed. Plastic                    
bags can be used for waterproofing or consider a pair of waterproof gloves made with Goretex, E-Vent or similar. 

 


